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DistributedDistributed
QuantumQuantum

Computing ???Computing ???

InformaticaInformatica

Per Per CaniCani

Distributed Distributed 
Quantum Quantum 

ComputingComputing

Section 1Section 1

Why ???Why ???

??? Predicting the Future ?????? Predicting the Future ???

Quantum Crystal BallQuantum Crystal Ball

??? Predicting the Future ?????? Predicting the Future ???

•• The first usable quantum computing devices will The first usable quantum computing devices will 
probably have small quantum memories probably have small quantum memories ---- sqwidgetssqwidgets

•• Quantum repeater and quantum teleportation Quantum repeater and quantum teleportation 
technology will be available, making it technically technology will be available, making it technically 
feasible to interconnect feasible to interconnect sqwidgetssqwidgets with EPR with EPR 
channels.channels.

•• Researchers will find that a network of EPR Researchers will find that a network of EPR 
connected connected sqwidgetssqwidgets can more easily be protected can more easily be protected 
from the effects of decoherence.  from the effects of decoherence.  

Ergo, the first scalable quantum computers will be Ergo, the first scalable quantum computers will be 
distributive quantum systems that run (of course) distributive quantum systems that run (of course) 
distributed quantum algorithms.distributed quantum algorithms.

Computational Computational PenaltyPenalty PaidPaid
forfor

Distributed Quantum ComputingDistributed Quantum Computing

Computational Penalty ?Computational Penalty ?

NonNon--DistributedDistributed
Q. Q. AlgAlg..

DistributedDistributed
Q. Q. AlgAlg..

Conversion using Conversion using 
YL1 & YL2YL1 & YL2

Complexity ComparisonComplexity Comparison
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ComputationalComputational Penalty Penalty 

A  =A  = a nona non--distributed Quantum Algorithmdistributed Quantum Algorithm

D(A) =D(A) = a distributed Quantum Algorithm constructed a distributed Quantum Algorithm constructed 
from  from  AA using YL1 & YL2using YL1 & YL2

TC =TC = TimeTime--Complexity, i.e., Complexity, i.e., #Steps#Steps executedexecuted

SC =SC = SpaceSpace--Complexity, i.e., Complexity, i.e., ##qubitsqubits

ComputationalComputational Penalty Penalty 
•• TimeTime--Complexity penaltyComplexity penalty for conversion is at for conversion is at 
most a most a linearlinear slowdownslowdown, i.e.,, i.e.,

( ) ( ) ( )#AD ATC TC Steps≤ •

•• SpaceSpace--Complexity penaltyComplexity penalty for conversion is:for conversion is:

••At most an At most an additiveadditive increaseincrease ofof O(nO(n22)) , where, where
n = #n = #qubitsqubits, i.e.,, i.e.,

( ) ( )2AD ASC SC O n= +

•• ButBut in all observed cases, there is at most anin all observed cases, there is at most an
additiveadditive increaseincrease ofof O(nO(n)) , i.e.,, i.e.,

( ) ( )AD ASC SC O n= +

ConclusionConclusion

•• For quantum algorithms exponentially faster than For quantum algorithms exponentially faster than 
their corresponding classical algorithms (their corresponding classical algorithms (i.e.,Shori.e.,Shor’’ss
algorithm), the algorithm), the penalty is negligiblepenalty is negligible..

•• For quantum algorithms For quantum algorithms quadraticallyquadratically faster than faster than 
their corresponding classical algorithms their corresponding classical algorithms 
((i.e.,Groveri.e.,Grover’’ss algorithm), the algorithm), the penalty may or may penalty may or may 
not be too muchnot be too much. . (?)(?)

Distributed Quantum ComputingDistributed Quantum Computing

It will provide a Divide & Conquer approachIt will provide a Divide & Conquer approach

to the problem of decoherenceto the problem of decoherence

Why will a distributed quantum Why will a distributed quantum 
computer be more resistant to computer be more resistant to 
the effects of decoherence ?the effects of decoherence ?

The major obstacle to achieving the The major obstacle to achieving the 
promise of quantum computing ispromise of quantum computing is

But what is decoherence ?But what is decoherence ?

DecoherenceDecoherence

Decoherence Decoherence 
•• A quantum system A quantum system QQSysSys simply does not want to be simply does not want to be 
isolated, but instead wants to entangle with its isolated, but instead wants to entangle with its 
environment environment QQEnvEnv (as well as with itself)(as well as with itself)

•• The more a The more a QQSysSys entangles with its environment (and entangles with its environment (and 
itself), the more (to one observing itself), the more (to one observing ONLYONLY the the QSysQSys))
does it appear to become does it appear to become 

•• Noisy & classically random (i.e., loses coherence)Noisy & classically random (i.e., loses coherence)

•• And hence, uncontrollable.And hence, uncontrollable.

•• By this process, By this process, QQSysSys--qubitsqubits appear to the observer appear to the observer 
to be degenerating into random classical bitsto be degenerating into random classical bits

We call this phenomenonWe call this phenomenon DecoherenceDecoherence
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QQEnvEnv

Decoherence Decoherence 

QQSysSys

ObserverObserver

??????

It will provide a Divide & Conquer approachIt will provide a Divide & Conquer approach

to the problem of decoherenceto the problem of decoherence

Why is a distributed quantum Why is a distributed quantum 
computer more resistant to the computer more resistant to the 
effects of decoherence ?effects of decoherence ?

A Mathematical Model for DecoherenceA Mathematical Model for Decoherence

LetLet

HHSysSys == State space ofState space of QQSysSys

HHEnvEnv == State space of State space of QQEnvEnv

HHworldworld == HHSysSys HHEnvEnv = = State space of the State space of the ““worldworld””⊗

UUworldworld == Group of all unitary transformations on Group of all unitary transformations on HHworldworld

Finally, letFinally, let

A Mathematical Model for DecoherenceA Mathematical Model for Decoherence

•• For each For each j = 0, 1, 2, j = 0, 1, 2, …… , we think of decoherence , we think of decoherence 
as the application of a random element as the application of a random element UU of of UUworldworld to to 
the state of the the state of the ““worldworld”” at time at time t = t = jj∆∆tt

QQEnvEnv

QQSysSys

WorldWorld

DecoherenceDecoherence is the is the 
repeated selection of repeated selection of 
a random a random UU in in UUworldworld
and the application ofand the application of

it toit to worldΨ

A Mathematical Model for DecoherenceA Mathematical Model for Decoherence

•• For each For each j = 0, 1, 2, j = 0, 1, 2, …… , we think of decoherence , we think of decoherence 
as the application of a random element as the application of a random element UU of of UUworldworld to to 
the state of the the state of the ““worldworld”” at time at time t = t = jj∆∆tt

•• This is an unwanted event that is essentially out This is an unwanted event that is essentially out 
of our control.of our control.

•• But what are the characteristics of this probability But what are the characteristics of this probability 
distribution ?distribution ?

We postulate the following We postulate the following ““rules of thumbrules of thumb””::

Postulated Postulated ““Rules of ThumbRules of Thumb””

The principal of proximity (POP).The principal of proximity (POP).

The greater the physical separation (distance) The greater the physical separation (distance) 
between system components between system components QQSys1Sys1 and and QQSys2Sys2, the , the 
less likely is it that a random less likely is it that a random UU in in UUworldworld will will 
effect both effect both QQSys1Sys1 and and QQSys2Sys2 . . 

In other words, In other words, 

The probability that a random The probability that a random UU in in UUworldworld
effects the two system components effects the two system components QQSys1Sys1 and and 
QQSys2Sys2, decreases as the distance between these , decreases as the distance between these 
components increases.components increases.
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Postulated Postulated ““Rules of ThumbRules of Thumb””

The principal of The principal of enchlophobiaenchlophobia (POE).(POE).

Let Let PPnn be the probability that a random be the probability that a random UU in in 
UUworldworld will effect exactly will effect exactly nn system system qubitsqubits.  Then .  Then 

1n nP P +>

A Divide & Conquer approach to decoherenceA Divide & Conquer approach to decoherence

22

11

33

QQSysSys

QQSys2Sys2

QQSys1Sys1

QQSys3Sys3

To overcome decoherence, we will distribute To overcome decoherence, we will distribute QQSysSys into a into a 
quantum network made up of its three component quantum network made up of its three component 
subsystems subsystems QQSysSys,, QQSysSys, and, and QQSysSys ..

A Divide & Conquer approach to decoherenceA Divide & Conquer approach to decoherence

22

11

33

QSysQSys

QQSys2Sys2

QQSys1Sys1

QQSys3Sys3

EPREPR EPREPR

EPREPR

Once EPR channels have been established, because of Once EPR channels have been established, because of 
POP and POE, we need focus only on protecting each POP and POE, we need focus only on protecting each 
component of the quantum systemcomponent of the quantum system

In this way, we protect the quantum system from In this way, we protect the quantum system from 
the most probable effects of decoherencethe most probable effects of decoherence

Principle ofPrinciple of
MaximumMaximum
LikelihoodLikelihood
ProtectionProtection

Distributed Distributed 
Quantum Quantum 

ComputingComputing
ArchitectureArchitecture

Section 2Section 2

Distributed Quantum ComputingDistributed Quantum Computing

•• By a distributed quantum computer, we By a distributed quantum computer, we 
meanmean a network of quantum computersa network of quantum computers
interconnected by quantum and classical interconnected by quantum and classical 
channelschannels

•• The The distributed computing paradigmdistributed computing paradigm
provides an effective way to utilize a provides an effective way to utilize a 
number of small quantum computersnumber of small quantum computers

classical channels classical channels 
quantum channels quantum channels 

ArchitectureArchitecture

quantum register quantum register 

channel channel 
qubitsqubits

classical classical 
computercomputer

Each column representsEach column represents
a separate computera separate computer
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ObservationsObservations

•• If we can implement a nonIf we can implement a non--local CNOT, local CNOT, 
then athen a distributed versiondistributed version of any unitary of any unitary 
transformation can be implementedtransformation can be implemented

•• TheThe CNOT gateCNOT gate andand thethe set of all set of all 
oneone--qubitqubit gatesgates are universalare universal

Distributed Distributed 
Quantum Quantum 

ComputingComputing
PrimitivesPrimitives

Section 3Section 3

The Application ofThe Application of
Generalized GHZ StatesGeneralized GHZ States

andand
CatCat--Like States Like States 

toto
Distributed Quantum ComputingDistributed Quantum Computing

A A GeneralizedGeneralized GHZGHZ statestate is a quantum state is a quantum state 
of the formof the form

00 0 11 1
2

+

nn 00’’ss nn 11’’ss

A A CatCat--LikeLike statestate is a quantum state of the is a quantum state of the 
formform

00 0 11 1α β+

TerminologyTerminology

A A generalized GHZgeneralized GHZ state can be state can be 
used to create a used to create a ““catcat--likelike”” state, state, 

Key IdeaKey Idea

which which can in turn be used can in turn be used toto distribute distribute 
controlcontrol..

Use Entanglement to Distribute ControlUse Entanglement to Distribute Control
H

=

00 11
2

+

0

0

2 2 QubitQubit Entangling GateEntangling Gate
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=

000 111
2

+

0

0

3 3 QubitQubit Entangling GateEntangling Gate

H

0

n n QubitQubit Entangling GateEntangling Gate

=

H

Once EPR quantum channels are established, the Once EPR quantum channels are established, the 
generalized GHZ states and  catgeneralized GHZ states and  cat--like states can like states can 
be created with be created with only only local operationslocal operations

H

| 000 | 111α β〉 + 〉

H
M

X H M

Z

M

X H M

Z

Creating Creating nn qubitqubit GHZ GHZ 
state from state from nn--11 ebitsebits

using using onlyonly local operationslocal operations

UndistributedUndistributed

DistributedDistributed

H
To setup n qubit GHZ
by the diagram takes

• O(log n) steps, and

• O(log n) channel qubits

Creating Creating nn qubitqubit GHZ GHZ 
state from state from nn--11 ebitsebits

We now show how quantum entanglement can be We now show how quantum entanglement can be 
used as a resource for remote control of other used as a resource for remote control of other 
computing devices.computing devices.
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NonNon--local CNOT Gatelocal CNOT Gate

M

X

Z

MH

J. J. EisertEisert, K. Jacobs, P. , K. Jacobs, P. PapadopoulusPapadopoulus, and M.B. , and M.B. PlenioPlenio,,
““Optimal local implementation of nonOptimal local implementation of non--local quantum gateslocal quantum gates””..
Phys. Rev. A, 62, 052317 (2000)Phys. Rev. A, 62, 052317 (2000)

| 0 | 1〉 + 〉α β

0| 〉

| 0〉

| t〉

Distributing a Control Line viaDistributing a Control Line via
CatCat--like Statelike State

CatCat--Like Like 

| 000 | 111α β〉 + 〉

| t〉

| 000 | 0 | 111 | 1Xα β〉 〉 + 〉 〉
State to beState to be

Controlled Controlled 

Z

M

M

M

H

H

H

Generalized NonGeneralized Non--local CNOTlocal CNOT

X

X

X

M
+

| 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

| t〉

| 0000 | 1111α β〉 + 〉

CatCat--CreatorCreator DisentanglerDisentanglerControlControl

CatCat--likelike

CC
HH
AA
NN
NN
EE
LL

Creating a CatCreating a Cat--like State from a GHZ Statelike State from a GHZ State

X

X

X

M

| 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

( )1 | 0000 | | 1111
2

〉 + 〉 | 0000 | 1111α β〉 + 〉

CatCat--CreatorCreator

First Fundamental Primitive for DQCFirst Fundamental Primitive for DQC

Disentangling the Quantum ChannelDisentangling the Quantum Channel

| 0000 | 1111α β〉 + 〉

| 0 | | 1α β〉 + 〉

| r〉

Z

M

M

M

H

H

H

+

DisentanglerDisentangler

QuantumQuantum
ChannelChannel

Control LineControl Line

Second Fundamental Primitive for DQCSecond Fundamental Primitive for DQC

Standard Quantum Teleportation CircuitStandard Quantum Teleportation Circuit

X

M

Z

MH| 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉

| 0〉

| 0〉 | 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉
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Factoring the Quantum Teleportation Factoring the Quantum Teleportation 
Circuit into PrimitivesCircuit into Primitives

X

M

Z

MH

| 0 0 | 1 1r rα β〉 + 〉

| 0〉

| 0〉 | 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉

CatCat--CreatorCreator DisentanglerDisentanglerAliceAlice

BobBob

| 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉

ApplyingApplying
DQCDQC

PrimitivesPrimitives

Section 4Section 4

A A LocalLocal ControlControl--U  GateU  Gate

U1

U2

U3

U4

| 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉

A A NonNon--LocalLocal ControlControl--U  GateU  Gate

U1

U2

U3

U4

| 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

M

X

Z

MH

CatCat--CreatorCreator DisentanglerDisentangler

A A LocalLocal ControlControl--U GateU Gate

U3

U2

U1

| 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉

A A NonNon--LocalLocal ControlControl--U  GateU  Gate
| 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉

U3

U2

U1

X

M

X MH

MH

Z

+

CatCat--CreatorCreator DisentanglerDisentangler
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| 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉

U1

U2

U3

U4

1

2
3
4
5
6

8
7

A Local ControlA Local Control--U  GateU  Gate

If gates share If gates share qubitqubit 4, we can 4, we can ……

| 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉

U1

U2

U4

U3

1

2
3
4

4'
5
6

7
8

teleportationteleportation Teleport backTeleport back

Teleport the Teleport the qubitqubit to processto process

Establishing EntanglementEstablishing Entanglement

H

Sending two qubits => two ebits

H

H

H

NL

| 0〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

Refreshing EntanglementRefreshing Entanglement

H

H

H

H

NL

| 0〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

R
E
S
E
T

NL

NonNon--local CNOT Gatelocal CNOT Gate

X

| 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

| t〉

X

X

| 0〉

| 0〉

Z

MH

M

Reset Quantum Channel Reset Quantum Channel 

Third Fundamental Primitive for DQCThird Fundamental Primitive for DQC

X

X

Quantum Teleportation CircuitQuantum Teleportation Circuit

X

M

Z

MH| 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉

| 0〉

| 0〉 | 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉

| 0〉

| 0〉
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X

X

Quantum Teleportation CircuitQuantum Teleportation Circuit

X

M

Z

MH| 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

| 0〉

| 0 | 1α β〉 + 〉| 0〉

| 0〉

SwapSwap--ResetReset

Fourth Fundamental Primitive for DQCFourth Fundamental Primitive for DQC

Quantum Distributed Computing Primitive OperationsQuantum Distributed Computing Primitive Operations

•• CatCat--CreatorCreator

•• ResetReset

•• SwapSwap--ResetReset

•• DisentanglerDisentangler A universal set ofA universal set of
DQC primitivesDQC primitives

These are the basic building blocks These are the basic building blocks 
of distributed quantum algorithmsof distributed quantum algorithms

A Distributed A Distributed 
Quantum Fourier Quantum Fourier 

TransformTransform

Section 5Section 5 Quantum Fourier TransformQuantum Fourier Transform

R2H R3

R2H R3

R4

R2H

H

H Rk= =

1

2

3

4

1 11
1 12
 
 − 

2
2

1 0

0 k
i

e
π

 
 
 
 

Distributed Quantum FourierDistributed Quantum Fourier

R2H
H

R3

M

M

H

Z
M

R4

MH

Z

R2

M

M

H

Z

1

2

3

4

v

H R2 R3 R4 R5 R6

H R2 R3 R4 R5

H R2 R3 R4

H R2 R3

H R2

Distributed Distributed QuantumQuantum
FourierTransformationFourierTransformation
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Distributed Distributed ShorShor
Factoring AlgorithmFactoring Algorithm

Section 6Section 6

•• YimsiriwattanaYimsiriwattana and and LomonacoLomonaco,, Distributed Distributed 
quantum computing: A distributed quantum computing: A distributed ShorShor
algorithmalgorithm, AMS CONM, (2005):  , AMS CONM, (2005):  
http://arxiv.org/abs/quanthttp://arxiv.org/abs/quant--ph/0403146 ph/0403146 

•• YimsiriwattanaYimsiriwattana and and LomonacoLomonaco,, Generalized Generalized 
GHZ States and Distributed Quantum GHZ States and Distributed Quantum 
ComputingComputing, AMS CONM, (2004),  , AMS CONM, (2004),  
http://arxiv.org/abs/quanthttp://arxiv.org/abs/quant--ph/0402148 ph/0402148 

PapersPapers

ShorShor’’ss Quantum Factoring Algorithm Quantum Factoring Algorithm 
reduces to the task of finding the reduces to the task of finding the 
order of the map:order of the map:

mod
N
nn a N

→

• Given N and             find the order of a.
Let r be the order of a.

• Define        as follow: let

Na∈Z

aM

:| | modaM x ax N〉 → 〉

Nx∈Z

Order Finding AlgorithmOrder Finding Algorithm

| 0〉

| 1〉

M

| 1〉

nH ⊗ †
nQFT

aM

j

The result of measurement will be some j such that

is a good approximation to      .2n
j k

r
This can be 

computed using 
only polynomially

many gates

This can be 
computed using 

only polynomially
many gates

Order Finding AlgorithmOrder Finding Algorithm
Phase EstimationPhase Estimation •• RepeatRepeat to find different to find different jj

Order FindingOrder Finding

QuantumQuantum FactoringFactoring
reduces toreduces to

Order Finding & Order Finding & ShorShor’’ss Factoring Factoring AlgAlg..

•• Use Use continued fractioncontinued fraction algorithm to algorithm to 
find the period find the period rr
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Quantum Factoring AlgorithmQuantum Factoring Algorithm

Quantum Factoring

Order Finding

Phase EstimationPhase Estimation

A Proposed Experiment A Proposed Experiment 

Implement the DeutschImplement the Deutsch’’s Algorithm s Algorithm 
as a Distributive Quantum Algorithmas a Distributive Quantum Algorithm

The EndThe End


